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start sites
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Alignments of homologous genomic sequences are widely used to identify functional genetic elements and study
their evolution. Most studies tacitly equate homology of functional elements with sequence homology. This
assumption is violated by the phenomenon of turnover, in which functionally equivalent elements reside at locations
that are nonorthologous at the sequence level. Turnover has been demonstrated previously for transcription-
factor-binding sites. Here, we show that transcription start sites of equivalent genes do not always reside at
equivalent locations in the human and mouse genomes. We also identify two types of partial turnover, illustrating
evolutionary pathways that could lead to complete turnover. These findings suggest that the signals encoding
transcription start sites are highly flexible and evolvable, and have cautionary implications for the use of
sequence-level conservation to detect gene regulatory elements.
[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org.]
Major goals of genomic biology include identifying the signals in
genomes that encode specific biological functions, learning how
they evolve, and understanding how and why they differ be-
tween species. A popular and promising approach to these ques-
tions is to analyze conservation and divergence in genome se-
quence alignments (Ureta-Vidal et al. 2003). It seems clear that
functional genetic elements are supervenient on the genome se-
quence, but is there a straightforward relationship between the
sequence and functional levels? In particular, can tracing the
evolution of functional elements be reduced to tracing the evo-
lution of the base pairs that lie within them? For sequences en-
coding globular protein domains, the answer appears to be yes:
The residues in the cores of these domains are so intricately
packed that it seems they can only evolve by in-place substitu-
tions of amino acids and thus of the base pairs that encode them.
On the other hand, there is evidence that transcription-factor-
binding sites undergo turnover (Ludwig et al. 2000; Dermitzakis
and Clark 2002). Since most transcription factors bind to short
sites (∼4–12 bp) and tolerate considerable variation in target se-
quences (Wasserman and Sandelin 2004), novel binding sites can
easily arise by random mutation (Stone and Wray 2001). Thus,
compensatory evolution can occur, so that the loss or weakening
of one binding site can be compensated by the gain or strength-
ening of another. Through this process, the biological function
encoded by the sequence may remain the same, but the evolu-
tion of the base pairs does not trace out the evolution of the
functional elements.
An appreciation of turnover not only reveals the limita-
tions of sequence comparison, it also informs about the nature
of the functional elements and how they can evolve. Globular
protein domains do not undergo turnover because of their rigid
encoding and the intricate interactions among their residues,
whereas transcription-factor-binding sites are relatively un-
constrained. It follows that we can obtain clues about the rigidity
of the sequence requirements for encoding a type of functional
element by observing whether turnover takes place. Thus far,
turnover has only been described for two types of functional
elements, to the best of our knowledge: transcription-factor-
binding sites and, perhaps surprisingly, centromeres (Ventura et
al. 2001).
In this study, we exploit the recently published, large-scale
CAGE data sets (Carninci et al. 2005, 2006) that make it possible,
for the first time, to assess turnover of transcription start sites
(TSSs). The recent sequencing and analysis of 5,312,921 human
and 7,151,511 mouse CAGE tags mapped to the respective ge-
nomes provides an unprecedented opportunity to study TSS evo-
lution. Briefly, as described in Carninci et al. (2005, 2006), CAGE
tags consist of 20- or 21-nt sequence tags that are derived from
the 5-edge of full-length cDNAs. cDNAs are constructed and spe-
cifically purified through selection of biotinylated caps as re-
viewed in Harbers and Carninci (2005). Protocols for CAGE are
described in Kodzius et al. (2006) and Shiraki et al. (2003). A wide
variety of cDNA libraries (209 from mouse, 43 from human) was
used for CAGE sequencing (see Supplemental Tables S1 and S2):
The content of the CAGE data repository has been described in
detail elsewhere (Carninci et al. 2005, 2006; Kawaji et al. 2006).
Most of the mouse data (84% of mapped tags) and all of the
human data are from postnatal sources, or cell lines. Multiple
lines of evidence indicate that even single CAGE tags are reliable
indicators of TSS locations, including independent RACE verifi-
cation, the high efficacy of cap selection, high interlibrary repro-
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ducibility rates, and comparisons with annotated promoters
(Carninci et al. 2006) (see Supplemental material). As the selec-
tion of cDNA libraries used for CAGE production is not always
comparable between species, sampling problems have to be con-
sidered. However, CAGE tags from liver, brain, and adipose tissue
are available from both species.
Recent analyses of CAGE and other data have shown that
most promoters have a wide distribution of closely located
TSSs spanning a region wider than 50 bp, in contrast to the text-
book-inflicted view that most genes have one distinct start
site governed by a TATA-box (Carninci et al. 2006). The shape
of the distribution of tags within such clusters is indicative
of both promoter mechanisms and tissue specificity of the
downstream gene. When such distributions are located in
corresponding regions in human and mouse, the distribu-
tion shapes are generally very similar (Carninci et al. 2006).
However, this study did not address the extent of cases in which
TSSs are found in one genome but not at the corresponding lo-
cation in the other: that is, the existence and extent of TSS turn-
over.
Here, we show that while most TSSs in mouse have a coun-
terpart at the homologous location in the human genome se-
quence and vice versa, a significant number of cases of TSS turn-
over can be observed in which corresponding TSSs in human and
mouse have been translocated by >100 bp. These range from
extreme cases in which a TSS is observed in one species but not
the other to intermediate instances in which a gene has two
alternative start sites that are respectively dominant in each spe-
cies. The existence of TSS turnover has implications for phyloge-
netic footprinting algorithms as well as promoter prediction
tools that rely on cross-species comparison.
Results
Identification of TSS turnover events
In order to study TSS evolution, we analyzed alignments of hu-
man and mouse mRNAs and CAGE tags to their respective ge-
nomes. Homologous mRNAs were iden-
tified by the criterion that their protein-
coding regions overlap by at least 90% in
the human–mouse whole-genome
BLASTZ NET alignment obtained from
the UCSC Genome Browser Database
(Karolchik et al. 2003; Schwartz et al.
2003). Thus, their TSSs may or may not
reside at aligned positions. Since experi-
mentally determined mRNA sequences
may not extend all the way to the true
5-ends, the mRNA start sites were veri-
fied by the presence of nearby CAGE tags
(at least 10 tags within 50 nt). Our
analysis necessarily excludes TSSs with
low expression levels, and hence low
CAGE representation. Finally, we used
the whole-genome alignments to find
the aligned position in human of each
mouse TSS and vice versa. After elimi-
nating redundancy (see Methods), there
were 7078 pairs of TSSs of homologous
mRNAs satisfying these criteria. Supple-
mental Table S3 lists the pairs of ho-
mologous human and mouse mRNAs, their start sites, and the
aligned positions in the other genome, and numbers of support-
ing CAGE tags.
Interestingly, there are a few cases in which the human TSS
lies in a region that is unaligned to the mouse genome or vice
versa. These might reflect gaps in the genome sequence, espe-
cially when the human TSS is unaligned, since the mouse ge-
nome is unfinished. Alternatively, the TSS may lie in an evolu-
tionary hotspot that has diverged too much to be alignable:
This might indicate positive selection for lineage-specific adap-
tations. The other possibilities are that the TSS resides in se-
quence that has been deleted in one lineage or inserted in the
other. All options but the first represent drastic evolutionary
changes that might indicate significant functional adaptations.
In addition, there are cases in which the human TSS aligns to a
different mouse chromosome or strand than the mouse TSS or
vice versa. These could be alignment errors; a more interesting
possibility is that they reflect recombinations that cause a TSS
and its associated 5-UTR to become linked to a different gene.
However, most TSS pairs are consistently aligned: 6846 out of
7078 are mutually alignable, and 6823 align to the same chro-
mosome and strand in the other species, this despite the fact that
only ∼40% of each genome is alignable to the other (Waterston et
al. 2002).
The TSSs are exactly aligned in only ∼2% of cases (Fig. 1).
This is hardly surprising, since our CAGE validation step only
determines TSS accuracy to within 50 nt, and transcription
often starts over a broad region rather than at one specific
nucleotide (Carninci et al. 2006). In most cases (∼80%), the TSSs
lie within 100 nt of one another (Fig. 1), most likely within the
same broad promoter region. This typical situation is illustrated
by the TSS of the PURA/Pura gene encoding purine-rich element
binding protein A (Fig. 2A). Thus, most promoters corresponding
to highly expressed transcripts do occur at homologous positions
in human and mouse: a conclusion that would not be possible
without large-scale TSS mapping.
However, ∼20% of homologous transcripts have TSSs sepa-
rated by >100 nt, some of them much more (Fig. 1). These might
Figure 1. Histogram of distances between transcription start sites of homologous transcripts. The
x-axis indicates the distance between the human TSS and the human position aligned to the mouse
TSS.
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reflect very broad TSS regions, alternative promoters used in both
organisms, or TSS turnover. To identify cases of turnover, we
counted human CAGE tags near (50 nt) the aligned position in
human of the mouse TSS, and vice versa. We found nine cases in
which both aligned positions have zero CAGE tags. Since these
TSSs are supported by at least 10 tags, which come from a variety
of tissues, the lack of tags at the aligned positions is unlikely to
result from chance undersampling. If each TSS is supported by 10
tags, the probability of observing zero tags at the aligned sites by
chance undersampling is
12010 = 5.51 × 10−6.
It is also unlikely that these TSS offsets are caused by mis-
alignment, since these sequences have clear similarity (58% iden-
tity on average). We cannot rule out that the aligned positions
initiate transcription at much lower levels. This situation of com-
plete turnover is illustrated by the BCAP29/Bcap29 gene encod-
ing B-cell receptor-associated protein 29 (Fig. 2B). Note that the
large number of tags and the variety of tissues make chance un-
Figure 2. Examples of TSS usage and TSS turnover in promoters of homologous genes. Each histogram subplot is divided into two parts, displaying
on the y-axis the CAGE tag distribution of the transcription start sites (TSSs) in the mouse genome (upper part) and of the homologous TSSs in the human
genome (lower part). The number of CAGE tags originating from each analyzed tissue is indicated by the color legend (separate for mouse and human).
The x-axis displays positions in the alignment between mouse and human; the line between the mouse and human TSS regions represents either aligned
nucleotides (thick line) or insertions/deletions (thin line) in the BLASTZ promoter alignment. The homologous mRNAs used for defining the TSS pair (see
text) are shown as black arrows with corresponding GenBank accession numbers, where the arrow indicates transcript direction. Full-size images with
alignments are available in Supplemental Figure S1. The histograms illustrate different cases of TSS turnover. (A) No turnover (PURA/Pura gene). In most
cases, homologous promoter regions have nearly identical TSS usage in the mouse and human genomes. (B) Complete TSS turnover (BCAP29/Bcap29
gene). The TSSs are separated by >100 nt and have zero CAGE tags proximal to the aligned regions in the other species. (C) Shift in alternate TSS usage
(HIRIP3/C86302 gene). Similar to case B, but the aligned regions have retained a limited level of transcription initiation activity. (D) TSS sliding
(WDR39/Wdr39 gene). The homologous TSS regions overlap, but the flanking regions have no TSSs at the aligned position in the other species.
Evolutionary turnover of transcription start sites
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dersampling an implausible explanation. A larger version of this
figure, showing the aligned sequences, is provided as Supplemen-
tal Figure S1B.
Extent of TSS turnover
The criterion of zero tags at the aligned positions is very strict,
given the depth of sampling in the CAGE libraries (in many cases
>1 million tags per tissue), and that CAGE tags map at low levels
to 3-UTRs, exons, introns, and supposedly intergenic regions
(Carninci et al. 2006). Several lines of evidence show that these
low-abundance transcripts are unlikely to be due to experimental
artifacts (Carninci et al. 2006). If we require that the human TSS
has at least 10 times more CAGE tags than the human position
aligned to the mouse TSS, and likewise in mouse mutatis mutan-
dis, we find 44 cases of TSS turnover. If we require five times
more, we find 87 cases. More generally, for each human and
mouse TSS pair separated by >100 nt (in the human sequence),
we calculated the probability of the observed skew in tag counts
arising by chance undersampling (using the hypergeometric dis-
tribution). We found 1414 cases with probability 0.01, includ-
ing 779 cases with probability 0.0001, out of 3841 TSS pairs
with sufficient data to be considered (at least two tags near the
mRNA-defined TSS in both species). Since not all the human and
mouse data come from equivalent sources, some of these skews
may reflect tissue differences in promoter usage rather than spe-
cies differences. Nevertheless, it is clear that TSS turnover repre-
sents the extreme case of evolutionary shifts in usage of alterna-
tive promoters.
Gradual evolutionary shifts in TSS usage
The present CAGE data do not allow evolutionary shifts in pro-
moter usage to be measured very precisely, because they gener-
ally do not originate from equivalent human and mouse sources,
except in the case of liver, brain, and adipose tissues. (At a deeper
level, there probably are no perfect equivalences: What is the
human equivalent of 3-mo-old captive-raised, inbred mouse
liver?) However, we can gain a rough picture for promoters that
are broadly used in many tissues, so that changes in usage are less
influenced by nonequivalent sources. To identify broadly used
TSSs, we required that no more than a third of CAGE tags within
50 nt come from any one tissue. Thus, there must be at least
three tags from at least three tissues. We found 1263 TSS pairs of
homologous transcripts that satisfy this criterion and are sepa-
rated by >100 nt. To visualize shifts in promoter usage, we plot-
ted the ratio of CAGE tags at the human TSS relative to the
aligned position in human of the mouse TSS, against the equiva-
lent ratio in mouse (Fig. 3). In many cases, the usage shifts by
more than twofold or even by more than 10-fold. The same quali-
tative picture emerges when using a promoter separation of 50 nt
and counting CAGE tags within 25 nt, or a promoter separa-
tion of 150 nt and tags within75 nt, although as expected, the
number of TSS pairs with larger separations is lower (Supplemen-
tal Fig. S2). These promoter usage differences are not caused by
the 16% of mouse tags from pre- and perinatal developmental
stages, since similar results are observed when these tags are ex-
cluded (Supplemental Fig. S3). This kind of shift in alternative
promoter usage is illustrated by the HIRIP3/C86302 gene encod-
ing HIRA interacting protein 3 (Fig. 2C). It is easy to imagine how
the weaker promoters might degrade over evolutionary time to
reach a situation of complete TSS turnover.
We also found a different intermediate form of TSS turn-
over, in which the two transcription start regions are partially
shifted but still overlapping. This is illustrated by the WDR39/
Wdr39 gene encoding a WD-repeat-containing protein (Fig. 2D).
These cases suggest that transcription start regions can shift in
the manner of a random walk, by losing transcription initiation
activity at one side and gaining it at the other side. Again, it is
easy to imagine how this process could lead to completely
nonoverlapping TSS regions.
Tissue-specific TSS turnover
Since some genes possess alternative promoters that are differen-
tially used in different tissues (e.g., human CALCR [Anusaksath-
ien et al. 2001] and mouse Ache [Atanasova et al. 1999]; large-
scale analyses have been described in Kimura et al. [2006] and
Carninci et al. [2006]), it would be instructive to dissect evolu-
tionary shifts in promoter usage within specific cell types. To
this end, we examined the usage in postnatal liver and brain of
human and mouse TSS pairs separated by >100 nt (in the hu-
man sequence) (Supplemental Fig. S4). (The number of tags from
mouse adipose tissue is somewhat low for this analysis [Sup-
plemental Table S1]). Although many promoters have too few
CAGE tags from these tissues (especially liver) to judge, there are
clearly some species differences in promoter usage within each
tissue. In brain, 246 TSS pairs have significantly skewed tag
counts (probability 0.01), out of 1376 with sufficient data to be
considered (at least two tags near the mRNA-defined TSS in both
species). In liver, 45 pairs out of 406 have significant skews. In-
terestingly, genes with species differences in liver-specific TSS
usage include ETFA (P = 3.6  107), mutations in which can
cause lethal glutaric aciduria (Freneaux et al. 1992), and VKORC1
(P = 1.3  105), a blood clotting factor with human polymor-
phisms that affect its mRNA levels and sensitivity to the antico-
Figure 3. Changes in usage of alternative promoters between human
and mouse. We analyzed 1263 pairs of human and mouse TSSs of ho-
mologous transcripts. The x-axis indicates the number of CAGE tags at
the human TSS region divided by the number of CAGE tags at the human
position aligned to the mouse TSS region. The y-axis indicates the num-
ber of CAGE tags at the mouse TSS region divided by the number of
CAGE tags at the mouse position aligned to the human TSS region. (Black
line) No change in usage; (dashed line) twofold change in usage; (dotted
line) 10-fold change in usage.
Frith et al.
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agulant drug warfarin (Rieder et al. 2005). Thus, even essential
genes can undergo TSS turnover, and the human VKORC1 pro-
moter may still be evolving. The greater number of significant
species differences in brain than in liver is intriguing, but it is
simply due to there being more CAGE data from brain (Supple-
mental Fig. S5; Supplemental Tables S1, S2). There are several
limitations to this analysis: (1) These organs contain a complex
mixture of cell types. (2) It is unlikely that vital organ samples
were obtained in comparable circumstances from humans and
mice. (3) The human brain samples were obtained from the ce-
rebrum, whereas many of the mouse samples come from more
precisely defined regions such as the visual cortex, hippocampus,
and so on (Supplemental Tables S1, S2).
TSSs with high turnover are less conserved
Intuitively, we would expect the genomic region around a TSS
that has a significant usage shift to have a lower degree of con-
servation. In other words, we would expect that the number of
evolutionary events since the mouse–human divergence would
be higher in cases with complete or partial turnover. To verify this
hypothesis, we assessed the conservation of the genomic regions
surrounding TSS with a high degree of turnover (we required
both tag ratios defined in Fig. 3 to be 3, and broad expression
from multiple tissues as defined above), and compared to a ref-
erence set of TSS (see Methods). As above, we used the whole-
genome alignments from the UCSC Genome Browser Database
corresponding to 50 nt from each analyzed TSS. We measured
the number of (1) exact matches, (2) aligned but nonidentical
bases, and (3) deletions in human, using the mouse sequence as
a reference. Regardless of the statistic used, the degree of conser-
vation was significantly higher in the reference set than in the set
of TSSs with high turnover (see Fig. 4 for boxplots and Wilcoxon
test P-values for all properties measured). In addition, there is a
small but significant difference in the lengths of human dele-
tions in the sets. Thus, the initial hypothesis is verified: As ex-
pected, the number of evolutionary events is in general higher in
promoters where the TSS usage is different between species.
(However, 82% of the regions analyzed in the turnover set have
sequence identity 50%; thus, the turnover observations are un-
likely to be artifacts of poor-quality alignment. Moreover, the
fraction of alignments with sequence identity <25% in both the
turnover and reference sets is below 5%.) Without an outgroup
species in which CAGE tags are available, we cannot readily say
whether the promoter changes primarily occurred in the mouse
or human lineages, although it is recognized that the mouse
genome on average has a greater number of evolutionary events
since the human–mouse divergence (Waterston et al. 2002). An
examination of SNP densities and derived allele frequencies
across HapMap populations (see Supplemental material) does not
suggest that turnover TSSs and the reference TSSs are subject to
different evolutionary pressures in human populations.
Optimal initiation sites are subject to evolutionary change
in promoters exhibiting turnover
We have previously shown that the preferred initiation sequence
(the 1, +1 dinucleotide relative to the TSS) is pyrimidine–
purine (PyPu) (this is equivalent to the Initiator element defined
by Burke and Kadonaga [1997]), while the least preferred is PuPy
(Carninci et al. 2006). We analyzed the data set to see if certain
initiation site changes were more prominent in promoters with a
high degree of turnover. Specifically, we analyzed the nucleotide
changes in each CAGE-defined TSS initiation site (the 1, +1
dinucleotide in relation to the CAGE-defined TSS; for clarity,
each position defined as a TSS by CAGE was analyzed), using the
species with the highest number of tag counts as the reference.
This analysis was performed, as above, on both the turnover set
(promoters with 3 turnover) and the reference set.
Since nucleotide changes in general are more common in
the turnover set (as shown above), we would expect a higher
number of changes among dinucleotides at CAGE initiation sites
as well as dinucleotides not at CAGE initiation sites. In particular,
changes from PyPu dinucleotides are highly overrepresented in
CAGE-supported TSS in the turnover set (P = 2.308  1010, 2
test vs. the reference set). Double mutations from PyPu to PuPy
are the most highly overrepresented change, occurring 60% more
often in the turnover set (P = 0.01823, right tail Fisher exact test)
(Table 1). We have previously shown that any change from a
PyPu initiation site will on average decrease expression, and a
change to PuPy will have the greatest impact (Carninci et al.
2006). Surprisingly, when we repeat the analysis on dinucleotides
with no CAGE support, we observe similar rates of change (data
not shown), which would imply that the dinucleotide change is
not targeted toward the functional, CAGE-defined TSS. Neverthe-
less, it is clear that the changes result in a depletion of optimal
initiation site dinucleotides (PyPu), which is entirely consistent
Figure 4. Sequence conservation is significantly lower in TSS regions
with high levels of turnover. The degree of conservation in the genomic
regions surrounding TSS (50 bp) with high levels of turnover was in-
vestigated by using mouse/human BLASTZ NET alignments. Boxplots
representing the (A) number of identical aligned nucleotides, (B) number
of aligned nonidentical bases, and (C) number of deletions in the human
genome using the mouse sequence as reference are shown for TSS re-
gions exhibiting turnover and TSS regions from the reference set. (D)
Distribution of lengths of deletions in the alignments. P-values resulting
from a Wilcoxon two-tailed rank test between the sample and reference
vectors are shown for each case.
Evolutionary turnover of transcription start sites
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with the lower number of initiation events measured by CAGE.
The depletion of optimal start sites might be one of the func-
tional explanations for TSS turnover.
Sequence features and spatial constraint in promoters
exhibiting turnover
While dinucleotide changes may in part explain the turnover
phenomena, we also analyzed larger sequence features known to
affect promoter function: CpG islands, TATA-boxes, and repeti-
tive sequences, as well as the distance to the translation start site.
Approximately 50% of mammalian promoters are associ-
ated with one or more CpG islands (Gardiner-Garden and From-
mer 1987; Antequera and Bird 1993). Generally, CpG islands are
associated with highly expressed, ubiquitous genes (Schug et al.
2005; Carninci et al. 2006). To investigate if the frequency of
CpG islands is altered in promoters with high degrees of TSS
turnover, we examined the overlap of CpG islands around the
TSS (50 nt) with high turnover and the reference TSS in the
mouse and human genomes (the test and reference sets used are
the same as in the conservation analysis above).
For clarity, we refer to a schematic image for pairs of pro-
moters in mouse and human (Fig. 5) in this and the following
analyses. For all individual TSS regions (50 nt), such as loca-
tions A, C in mouse (see Fig. 5) and locations B, D in human (see
Fig. 5), we tested the distribution of the number of CpG-island-
overlapping nucleotides in the turnover set versus the reference
set. We found that in the mouse genome, the regions around
the TSS with high turnover have a strongly significant decrease
in CpG island coverage compared to the reference TSS
(P = 0.000374, Wilcoxon two-tailed test). This phenomenon is
also observed in human, where the difference is significant but
less extreme (P = 0.0397, Wilcoxon two-tailed test). In addition,
we retrieved the corresponding homologous dog TSS regions
with and without turnover by aligning the mouse TSS to the
respective dog genomic position (Methods), and performed the
same test. The outcome is similar to that of human (P = 0.0348,
Wilcoxon two-tailed test). This finding shows that TSSs with
high turnover are less associated with CpG islands than expected,
which is important to consider since promoter mapping ap-
proaches on a large scale often use CpG islands as a discriminator
(Ioshikhes and Zhang 2000; Hannenhalli and Levy 2001).
Since CpG islands are associated with enhanced promoter
activity, we investigated whether TSS turnover correlates with
turnover of CpG islands. We first measured the number of
nucleotides covered by CpG islands in the mouse and human TSS
surrounding region (50 nt) separately for each homologous
TSS pair (the pairs A, B and C, D, respectively, in Fig. 5). Sub-
sequently, we calculated the absolute difference in CpG-island-
covered nucleotides for each such pair. This
analysis was performed on both the high
turnover set and the reference set. In addi-
tion, we carried out the equivalent analysis
for each homologous dog/human and dog/
mouse TSS pair. Interestingly, the mouse/
human and mouse/dog TSS pairs with high
turnover have a greater difference in num-
ber of CpG-island-covered nucleotides than
the corresponding reference TSS pairs
(P = 0.00977 and P = 0.00853, respectively,
two-tail Wilcoxon test). In contrast, the
dog/human TSS pairs with high turnover
show a comparable distribution to the corresponding reference
set (P = 0.412, two-tail Wilcoxon test). Thus, the increased num-
ber of nucleotide changes in promoters with high turnover af-
fects the CpG island coverage significantly in the mouse genome.
As with the human SNP analysis, this observation suggests that
the majority of turnover events have not occurred in the human
lineage.
In contrast to CpG islands, the turnover and reference sets
have no significant difference in occurrence of TATA-boxes in
the proximal promoter (P = 0.30, Fisher’s exact test) (see Supple-
mental material).
As a next step, we investigated if interspersed repetitive el-
ements occur more often at TSSs with high turnover. We identi-
fied the number of nucleotides covered by repeat sequences
around (50 bp) each TSS in the high turnover set and reference
set, separately for each species. (For clarity, we considered each
TSS region A, C in mouse and B, D in human separately for repeat
coverage [Fig. 5].) On the contrary, we found significantly less
repetitive sequence around the TSS with high turnover than
around the reference TSS, in mouse (P = 0.00178, Wilcoxon test),
and also in the corresponding regions of the dog genome
(P = 0.00326, Wilcoxon test), whereas there is no significant dif-
ference in repeat element coverage in human (P = 0.271, Wil-
coxon test).
Finally, we investigated if TSS turnover is correlated with the
distance to the translation start site. There is a slight tendency for
TSSs exhibiting turnover to be further from the translation start
site than reference TSSs (P = 0.02, Wilcoxon two-sided test)
(Supplemental Fig. S6). This may indicate that TSSs near transla-
tion starts are under more evolutionary constraint: Moving up-
stream or (especially) downstream is likely to interfere with the
5-UTR and translation.
Figure 5. Schematic view of pairs of TSSs undergoing turnover. This gen-
eralized representation of the panels in Figure 2 provides a reference for
method descriptions. Labels A–D correspond to the four different promoters
in the two species. The vertical bars indicate supporting CAGE tags.
Table 1. Evolution of PyPu initiator dinucleotides at CAGE tag start sites in promoters
with and without TSS turnover
Type of change PyPu→PuPy PyPu→PuPu PyPu→PyPy PyPu→PyPu
Cases in turnover promoters 26 194 189 923
(%) 1.95 14.56 14.19 69.29
Cases in reference promoters 284 2544 2431 18,029
(%) 1.22 10.92 10.46 77.42
Turnover rate/reference rate 1.60 1.33 1.36 0.90
Significance of differencea 3.03  102 7.76  105 3.12  105 3.04  1011
aFisher’s exact two-tail test.
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Discussion
Existence of transcription start site turnover
We have demonstrated that while human and mouse TSSs in
most cases reside at equivalent locations, clear exceptions exist.
Thus, at least a subset of TSSs is capable of undergoing evolution-
ary turnover. This suggests that straightforward analyses of ge-
nomic alignments, tracing the evolution of base pairs, is a rea-
sonable approach for identifying and studying the evolution of
many TSSs and proximal promoters, but it will not always be
adequate in terms of function. Likewise, it will usually be correct
to infer the location of a TSS in one organism from its location in
another “model” organism, but not always.
This has cautionary implications for phylogenetic footprint-
ing algorithms (Loots et al. 2002; Lenhard et al. 2003), where
often a known TSS in one species is used to select upstream se-
quences and/or to anchor alignments. If TSS turnover is signifi-
cant for a particular gene, this may result in suboptimal sequence
selection; moreover, the identification of nontranscribed, con-
served regions (a key step in interpreting results of phylogenetic
footprinting results) (Wasserman and Sandelin 2004) will be
harder since there will be regions that are transcribed in one
species but not in the other. At present, we do not know if tran-
scription-factor-binding site turnover is correlated with initiation
site turnover. Such a correlation would severely decrease the util-
ity of phylogenetic footprinting algorithms in promoters with
significant TSS turnover.
Turnover reveals that at least some TSSs lack rigid sequence
requirements; in other words, TSSs have a plasticity more similar
to that of transcription-factor-binding sites than globular protein
domains. This might be considered unexpected, since TSSs are
the nexus where signals from multiple transcription regulatory
elements converge, and the molecules that effect transcription
initiation (transcription factors, coactivators, pre-initiation com-
plex, etc.) are often viewed as forming a rigid, intricately packed
complex resembling a larger version of a globular protein do-
main. However, we do not at present have a clear understanding
of the interaction between bound transcription factors and the
pre-initiation complex, and artificial insertions and deletions in
proximal promoters are often tolerated. Moreover, the CAGE
data show that the majority of promoters have a wide distribu-
tion of proximal start sites (Carninci et al. 2006), which implies
that precise spacing to regulatory elements is generally not a
large constraint (although obvious exceptions exist, most nota-
bly the TATA-box).
Analysis constraints due to sample collection
Given that the cDNA library collections in mouse and human are
not fully equivalent, there is a risk of misinterpreting tissue and/
or stage-specific alternative promoters that are only captured in
one species because of the different sampling as evolutionary
turnover events. To avoid this problem, we have focused on TSSs
that are used in multiple tissues (no more than a third of tags
from any one tissue). Since we also require that the pair of
TSSs both have a high and opposite CAGE tag count discrepancy
(see Methods), it is unlikely that a significant number of the
turnover events reported are due to alternative promoter usage.
In a more detailed study, we also established clear cases of evo-
lutionary turnover by assessing directly comparable samples in
terms of tissue and developmental stage. We have also estab-
lished that the pre- and perinatal samples that are present in
mouse but not human have no significant impact on the results
in both these analyses. Nevertheless, the difference in library
selection between the two species is a significant constraint with
the current CAGE data for this type of study. To allow for a more
fine-grained analysis of TSSs in human and mouse, a concerted
effort to sample equivalent tissues in both species would be nec-
essary.
Biological mechanisms underlying transcription start site
turnover
Evolutionary turnover of TSSs is interesting from an evolutionary
perspective but also from a molecular biology standpoint. What
is the functional mechanism that accounts for a high level of
transcription initiation in a given location for one species, but
not the other? As our understanding of TSS selection in general is
limited in any eukaryotic species, we can at present only infer
certain clues. From a gene ontology (GO) term overrepresenta-
tion test (see Supplemental material), we conclude that there is
no strong overrepresentation of particular types of genes in the
turnover set compared to the reference set, with the possible
exception of genes associated with receptor activity (P = 0.0426,
two-tailed Fisher’s test, Bonferroni corrected P-value not signifi-
cant). We have shown that the number of nucleotide changes in
promoters with TSS turnover is significantly higher than in the
reference set. A reasonable hypothesis is that the changes have an
impact on the initiation sites in the promoter. Consistent with
this, we have shown that the most optimal initiation site di-
nucleotide (PyPu) is often changed—in fact, the most overrepre-
sented change is to the least optimal initiation site (PyPu→PuPy).
In addition, there is a lower level of CpG island coverage in
promoters with high turnover compared to the reference set, and
there is a higher amount of change in CpG island coverage be-
tween species in aligned TSSs with high turnover. While these
findings make it likely that part of the mechanical explanation of
turnover lies in the properties of the proximal sequence, it will be
important to consider other elements such as the impact of en-
hancers and chromatin states in future studies of the molecular
mechanisms underlying the TSS turnover phenomena.
Gradual evolution of transcription start sites
The cases of partial turnover are interesting because they reveal
how complete turnover can arise via gradual evolution. There
appear to be two mechanisms: (1) gradual shifting of usage from
an old promoter to an alternative promoter (which are separated
to start with), and (2) sliding of the promoter along the sequence.
The latter process may result from accretion of novel binding
sites at one end of the proximal promoter (Ludwig et al. 2005).
Our previous analyses of CAGE data have shown that 58% of
protein-coding genes have two or more alternative promoters
(Carninci et al. 2006), which is about three times more than
estimated previously (Landry et al. 2003). The wealth of alter-
native start sites is consistent with the gradual shifting mecha-
nism.
Turnover causes difficulties with the fundamental concepts
of homology, orthology, and paralogy. Are the proximal promot-
ers of human BCAP29 and mouse Bcap29 in Figure 2B homolo-
gous? Since homology means descent from a common ancestor
(Fitch 2000), the base pairs within these promoters are not ho-
mologous. However, if the evolutionary path linking the promot-
ers consists of gradual and compensatory changes, which allow
the function to be “teleported” from one location to another,
Evolutionary turnover of transcription start sites
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perhaps it is reasonable to consider the promoters regarded as
entities to be homologous.
Future directions
To deepen our understanding of evolutionary turnover, it would
be valuable to compare TSSs in a wider range of species, which
would require CAGE or other comparable data sets from more
species, and to examine turnover of other types of elements, such
as splice sites and polyadenylation sites. Since it has been ob-
served for transcription-factor-binding sites, centromeres, and
now TSSs, turnover should no longer be viewed as peculiar and
unexpected in genome evolution.
The flexibility of the signals encoding TSSs, demonstrated
by their ability to undergo complete and partial turnover, makes
them powerful substrates for evolution. If they can tolerate
gradual, compensatory changes, they can equally tolerate
gradual, adaptive changes. In this context, it is notable that,
while promoters with high turnover are less conserved between
human and mouse than other promoters, the SNP density in
both sets in human is similar. The SNP data are far from com-
plete, but suggest that the majority of changes we see either oc-
curred in the mouse lineage or in early human and primate evo-
lution: Thus, if the changes are adaptive, they are not recent in
human (with possible exceptions such as VKORC1). Supporting
this, we also observed a greater difference in CpG coverage in
promoters undergoing turnover in mouse, compared to human
or dog. However, without CAGE data for an outgroup species, we
cannot resolve this question with certainty. It has been argued
that purifying selection for regulatory elements is ineffective in
hominids (Keightley et al. 2005); thus, TSS turnover may reflect
weak selection on TSS locations. However, this study analyzed
large (500 bp) upstream sequence blocks, whereas a later study
(Bush and Lahn 2005), using smaller blocks (where the block
sizes correspond to sizes of known functional regulatory ele-
ments), showed that purifying selection is at work in hominid
non-coding sequences. Recent reports have revealed a large
number of conserved non-coding elements in mammalian ge-
nomes (Dermitzakis et al. 2005). Some of these are remarkably
conserved and cluster around developmental genes (Sandelin et
al. 2004), but we can only confirm that such regions are enhanc-
ers in a handful of cases (Gomez-Skarmeta et al. 2006). Con-
versely, there also is evidence for compensatory changes and
turnover of enhancers in eukaryotic promoters (Ludwig et al.
2000). As conservation between species often is used to locate
enhancers, we do not at present know the general conservation
level of enhancers. Thus, mammalian genomes contain a mix-
ture of constrained and more freely evolving functional ele-
ments, and their relative contributions to different types of func-
tion (TSS, enhancer, etc.) remains unclear.
TSS and TFBS turnover in combination with the emerging
importance of other regulatory systems, including the wide-
spread occurrence of non-coding RNA (Carninci et al. 2005)
and natural antisense transcripts (Katayama et al. 2005), hints at
a regulatory machinery working at many levels with a high re-
silience for genetic changes (Pang et al. 2006). This fits with a
picture in which globular protein domains are the most ancient
and rigid elements encoded in genomes, whereas regulatory sig-
nals are more evolvable and likely to be responsible for most of
the differences between species that shared a common ancestor
relatively recently (Levine and Tjian 2003; Mattick 2004). There-
fore, it is a clear possibility that the majority of functional ge-
nomic elements (e.g., non-protein-coding RNA, miRNA target
sites) will undergo turnover to some degree.
Methods
Data sources
Alignments of human CAGE tags to version hg17 of the human
genome and mouse CAGE tags to version mm5 of the mouse
genome were obtained from the RIKEN CAGE Basic Data-
base. Whole-genome alignments were obtained from http://
hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg17/vsMm5/axtNet/ and
http://hgdownload.cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm5/vsHg17/
axtNet/. mRNA–genome alignments and CDS locations were ob-
tained from the files all_mrna.txt, cds.txt and gbCdnaInfo.txt
downloaded (on 9-16-2005) from http://hgdownload.cse.
ucsc.edu/goldenPath/hg17/database/ and http://hgdownload.
cse.ucsc.edu/goldenPath/mm5/database/. mRNAs aligned to
multiple genome locations were discarded. Homologs were de-
fined as mRNAs whose CDS regions overlap by at least 90% of the
longer CDS, according to the mm5/vsHg17 alignment. A CAGE
tag was considered to support an mRNA TSS if the CAGE tag start
site lay within 50 nt of the mRNA start site on the same strand.
Availability of CAGE data
The CAGE basic viewer promoter sets (http://gerg01.gsc.riken.jp/
cage/) contain all of the basic information on the CAGE libraries,
mapped tags, and tissue information. Kawaji et al. (2006) de-
scribe the databases and connected interfaces.
TSS redundancy removal
There are often multiple mRNA sequences with identical or very
nearby TSSs. This redundancy was removed in the following way.
Every pair of mRNAs whose start sites map within 100 nt on the
same strand of the same chromosome was compared, and the
mRNA supported by fewer CAGE tags (50 nt) was removed. In
case of ties, the mRNA having the alphabetically later GenBank
identifier was removed. For each analysis, redundancy removal
was performed last (e.g., after finding cases with zero tags at the
aligned positions in the other species).
Definition of turnover promoters and reference promoters
for subsequent tests
For these analyses, we took pairs of broadly expressed promoters
(no more than one-third of supporting CAGE tags from any one
tissue) separated by >100 nt. The turnover set is those cases where
both tag ratios (the number of CAGE tags at the human TSS
divided by the number of CAGE tags at the human position
aligned to the mouse TSS, and the number of CAGE tags at the
mouse TSS divided by the number of CAGE tags at the mouse
position aligned to the human TSS) are 3. The reference set
consists of the remaining cases. Both reference and turnover sets
consist of two pairs of aligned locations: one defined by the
mouse cDNA and one by the human cDNA (Fig. 5).
Analysis of mouse–human conservation
We used the NET alignments from the UCSC Genome Browser
Database (mouse assembly mm5 aligned to human assembly
hg17) to evaluate the conservation properties of TSSs with high
levels of turnover. For each pair of TSSs in mouse (as defined
above) in the turnover and reference set, we extracted the align-
ment(s) in the 50-bp region around the TSS. We analyzed sev-
eral alignment characteristics using the mouse sequence as the
reference in each alignment: (1) aligned nonidentical bases, de-
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fined as columns where mouse and human nucleotides are
aligned but not identical; (2) exact nucleotide matches, defined
as columns where mouse and human nucleotides are aligned and
identical; (3) deletions in human, defined as columns where the
human sequence has a gap and the mouse sequence has not. As
the NET alignments are the product of a local alignment algo-
rithm (BLASTZ) (Schwartz et al. 2003), there are regions that are
not fully covered by the alignment(s). Mouse nucleotides within
the regions that had no human counterpart in the alignment
were counted as deletions in human.
CpG islands and repeats in promoters with transcription start
site turnover
For each TSS pair (50 nt) in mouse and human defined by
cDNA (as above), we investigated the number of nucleotides cov-
ered by (1) CpG islands and (2) interspersed repeat elements. In
both cases, we used the annotation from the UCSC Genome
Browser Database (Karolchik et al. 2003) for the respective assem-
blies.
To define the homologous dog TSS position, we used the
mouse TSS position as a reference and retrieved the correspond-
ing dog genomic position using the mouse–dog BLASTZ NET
alignments from the UCSC Genome Browser Database (assembly
mm5 and canFam1). CpG islands were defined in the 500-nt
region relative to the dog TSS using the UCSC’s CpG program
(http://www.cse.ucsc.edu/pipermail/genome/2004-July/
005149.html). We then calculated the number of nucleotides in
the dog TSS region (50 nt) overlapped by CpG islands, as for
the human and mouse sequences above. We used the annotation
at the UCSC site for identifying overlapped interspersed repeat
elements in the dog TSS region.
Initiation site evolution
For each TSS pair (mouse and human) with significant turnover
(the “turnover” set used above), we used the TSS from the species
with most CAGE tags (in this location) as the reference location.
For analyzing changes of initiation sites, we defined a region of
50 bp around the reference TSS location and within that region
only considered the positions with CAGE tag support and de-
fined these as [+1]. We then determined for each reference di-
nucleotide [1, +1] the corresponding dinucleotide in the other
species using the appropriate (i.e., mouse–human or human–
mouse, depending on the reference species) BLASTZ NET align-
ments from the UCSC Genome Browser Database (assembly
mm5 and hg17) (Karolchik et al. 2003). We discarded the align-
ments in those cases in which a reference dinucleotide did not
map to an unambiguous, ungapped location in the other species.
The analysis was repeated with the “reference set” defined above.
In a separate analysis, we studied the remaining dinucleotides in
the promoter with an analogous approach: All dinucleotides
were considered unless they had a CAGE-supported TSS at posi-
tion +1.
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